Exposure to opposing views on social media can increase political polarization
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There is mounting concern that social media sites contribute to political polarization by creating “echo chambers” that insulate people from opposing views about current events. We surveyed a large sample of Democrats and Republicans who visit Twitter at least three times each week about a range of social policy issues. One week later, we randomly assigned respondents to a treatment condition in which they were offered financial incentives to follow a Twitter bot for 1 month that exposed them to messages from those with opposing political ideologies (e.g., elected officials, opinion leaders, media organizations, and nonprofit groups). Respondents were resurveyed at the end of the month to measure the effect of this treatment, and at regular intervals throughout the study period to monitor treatment compliance. We find that Republicans who followed a liberal Twitter bot became substantially more conservative posttreatment. Democrats exhibited slight increases in liberal attitudes after following a conservative Twitter bot, although these effects are not statistically significant. Notwithstanding important limitations of our study, these findings have significant implications for the interdisciplinary literature on political polarization and the emerging field of computational social science.

Political polarization in the United States has become a central focus of social scientists in recent decades (1–7). Americans are deeply divided on controversial issues such as inequality, gun control, and immigration—and divisions about such issues have become increasingly aligned with partisan identities in recent years (8, 9). Partisan identification now predicts preferences about a range of social policy issues nearly three times as well as any other demographic factor—such as education or age (10). These partisan divisions not only impede compromise in the design and implementation of social policies but also have far-reaching consequences for the effective function of democracy more broadly (11–15).

America’s cavernous partisan divides are often attributed to “echo chambers,” or patterns of information sharing that reinforce preexisting political beliefs by limiting exposure to opposing political views (16–20). Concern about selective exposure to information and political polarization has increased in the age of social media (16, 21–23). The vast majority of Americans now visit a social media site at least once each day, and a rapidly growing number of them list social media as their primary source of news (24). Despite initial optimism that social media might enable people to consume more heterogeneous sources of information about current events, there is growing concern that such forums exacerbate political polarization because of social network homophily, or the well-documented tendency of people to form social network ties to those who are similar to themselves (25, 26). The endogenous relationship between social network formation and political attitudes also creates formidable challenges for the study of social media echo chambers and political polarization, since it is notoriously difficult to establish whether social media networks shape political opinions, or vice versa (27–29).

Here, we report the results of a large field experiment designed to examine whether disrupting selective exposure to partisan information among Twitter users shapes their political attitudes. Our research is governed by three preregistered hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that disrupting selective exposure to partisan information will decrease political polarization because of intergroup contact effects. A vast literature indicates contact between opposing groups can challenge stereotypes that develop in the absence of positive interactions between them (30). Studies also indicate intergroup contact increases the likelihood of deliberation and political compromise (31–33). However, all of these previous studies examine interpersonal contact between members of rival groups. In contrast, our experiment creates virtual contact between members of the public and opinion leaders from the opposing political party on a social media site. It is not yet known whether such virtual contact creates the
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same type of positive mutual understanding—or whether the relative anonymity of social media forums emboldens people to act in an uncivil manner. Such incivility could be particularly rife in the absence of facial cues and other nonverbal gestures that might prevent the escalation of arguments in offline settings.

Our second hypothesis builds upon a more recent wave of studies that suggest exposure to those with opposing political views may create backfire effects that exacerbate political polarization (34–37). This literature—which now spans several academic disciplines—indicates people who are exposed to messages that conflict with their own attitudes are prone to counterargue them using motivated reasoning, which accentuates perceived differences between groups and increases their commitment to preexisting beliefs (34–37). Many studies in this literature observe backfire effects via survey experiments where respondents are exposed to information that corrects factual inaccuracies—such as the notion that Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction prior to the 2003 US invasion of Iraq—although these findings have failed to replicate in two recent studies (38, 39). Yet our study is not designed to evaluate attempts to correct factual inaccuracies. Instead, we aim to assess the broader impact of prolonged exposure to counterattitudinal messages on social media.

Our third preregistered hypothesis is that backfire effects will be more likely to occur among conservatives than liberals. This hypothesis builds upon recent studies that indicate conservatives hold values that prioritize certainty and tradition, whereas liberals value change and diversity (40, 41). We also build upon recent studies in cultural sociology that examine the deeper cultural schemas and narratives that create and sustain such value differences (34, 36). Finally, we also build upon studies that observe asymmetric polarization in roll call voting wherein Republicans have become substantially more conservative whereas Democrats exhibit little or no increase in liberal voting positions (42). Although a number of studies have found evidence of this trend, we are not aware of any that examine such dynamics among the broader public—and on social media in particular.

Research Design

Fig. 1 provides an overview of our research design. We hired a professional survey firm to recruit self-identified Republicans and Democrats who visit Twitter at least three times each week to complete a 10-min survey in mid-October 2017 and 1.5 mo later. These surveys measure the key outcome variable: change in political ideology during the study period via a 10-item survey instrument that asked respondents to agree or disagree with a range of statements about policy issues on a seven-point scale (\(\alpha = .91\)) (10). Our survey also collected information about other political attitudes, use of social media and conventional media sources, and a range of demographic indicators that we describe in SI Appendix. Finally, all respondents were asked to report their Twitter ID, which we used to mine additional information about their online behavior, including the partisan background of the accounts they follow on Twitter. Our research was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Duke University and New York University. All respondents provided informed consent before participating in our research.

We ran separate field experiments for Democratic and Republican respondents, and, within each group, we used a block randomization design that further stratified respondents according to two variables that have been linked to political polarization: (i) level of attachment to political party and (ii) interest in current events. We also randomized assignment according to respondents’ frequency of Twitter use, which we reasoned would influence the amount of exposure to the intervention we describe in the following paragraph and thereby the overall likelihood of opinion change.

We received 1,652 responses to our pretreatment survey (901 Democrats and 751 Republicans). One week later, we randomly assigned respondents to a treatment condition, thus using an “ostensibly unrelated” survey design (43). At this time, respondents in the treatment condition were offered $11 to follow a Twitter bot, or automated Twitter account, that they were told would retweet 24 messages each day for 1 mo. Respondents were not informed of the content of the messages the bots would retweet. As Fig. 2 illustrates, we created a liberal Twitter bot and a conservative Twitter bot for each of our experiments. These bots retweeted messages randomly sampled from a list of 4,176 political Twitter accounts (e.g., elected officials, opinion leaders, media organizations, and nonprofit groups). These accounts were identified via a network-sampling technique that assumes those with similar political ideologies are more likely to follow each other on Twitter than those with opposing political ideologies (44). For further details about the design of the study’s bots, please refer to SI Appendix.

To monitor treatment compliance, respondents were offered additional financial incentives (up to $18) to complete weekly surveys that asked them to answer questions about the content of the tweets produced by the Twitter bots and identify a picture of an animal that was tweeted twice a day by the bot but deleted immediately before the completion of the weekly survey. At the conclusion of the study period, respondents were asked to complete a final survey with the same questions from the initial (pretreatment) survey. Of those invited to follow a Twitter bot, 64.9% of Democrats and 57.2% of Republicans accepted our invitation. Approximately 62% of Democrats and Republicans who followed the bots were able to answer all substantive questions about the content of messages retweeted each week, and 50.2% were able to identify the animal picture retweeted each day.

Results

Fig. 3 reports the effect of being assigned to the treatment condition, or the Intent-to-Treat (ITT) effects, as well as the Complier Average Causal Effects (CACE) which account for the differential rates of compliance among respondents we observed. These estimates were produced via multivariate models that predict respondents’ posttreatment scores on the liberal/conservative scale described above, controlling for pretreatment scores on this scale as well as 12 other covariates described in SI Appendix. We control for respondents’ pretreatment liberal/conservative scale score to mitigate the influence of period effects. Negative scores indicate respondents became more liberal in response to treatment, and positive scores indicate they became more conservative. Circles describe unstandardized point estimates, and the horizontal lines in Fig. 3 describe 90% and 95% confidence intervals. We measured compliance with treatment in three ways. “Minimally Compliant Respondents” describes those who followed our bot throughout the entire study period. “Partially Compliant Respondents” are those who were able to answer at least one—but not all—questions about the content of one of the bots’ tweets administered each week during the survey period. “Fully Compliant Respondents” are those who successfully answered all of these questions. These last two categories are mutually exclusive.

Although treated Democrats exhibited slightly more liberal attitudes posttreatment that increase in size with level of compliance, none of these effects were statistically significant. Treated Republicans, by contrast, exhibited substantially more conservative views posttreatment. These effects also increase with level of compliance, but they are highly significant. Our most cautious estimate is that treated Republicans increased 0.12 points on a seven-point scale, although our model that estimates the effect of treatment upon fully compliant respondents indicates this effect...
Respondents were offered $11 to provide their Twitter ID and complete a 10-minute survey about their political attitudes, social media use, and media consumption habits (demographics provided by survey firm).

One week later, respondents were assigned to treatment and control conditions within strata created using pre-treatment covariates that describe attachment to party, frequency of Twitter use, and overall interest in current events. Respondents in treatment conditions informed they are eligible to receive up to $6 each week during the study period for correctly answering questions about the content of messages retweeted by Twitter bots.

Respondents were offered $12 to repeat the pre-treatment survey one month after initial survey.

Fig. 1. Overview of research design.

Discussion and Conclusion
Before discussing the implications of these findings, we first note important limitations of our study. Readers should not interpret...
our findings as evidence that exposure to opposing political views will increase polarization in all settings. Although ours is among the largest field experiments conducted on social media to date, the findings above should not be generalized to the entire US population, because a majority of Americans do not use Twitter (24). It is also unclear how exposure to opposing views might shape political polarization in other parts of the world. In addition, we did not study people who identify as independents, or those who use Twitter but do so infrequently. Such individuals might exhibit quite different reactions to an intervention such as ours. Future studies are needed to further evaluate the external validity of our findings, because we offered our respondents...
financial incentives to read messages from people or organizations with opposing views. It is possible that Twitter users may simply ignore such counterattitudinal messages in the absence of such incentives. Perhaps the most important limitation of our study is that we were unable to identify the precise mechanism that created the backfire effect among Republican respondents reported above. Future studies are thus urgently needed not only to determine whether our findings replicate in different populations or within varied social settings but to further identify the precise causal pathways that create backfire effects more broadly.

Future studies are also needed because we cannot rule out all alternative explanations of our findings. In SI Appendix, we present additional analyses that give us confidence that our results are not driven by Hawthorne effects, partisan “learning” processes, variation in the ideological extremity of messages by party, or demographic differences in social media use by age. At the same time, we are unable to rule out other alternative explanations discussed in SI Appendix. For example, it is possible that our findings resulted from increased exposure to information about politics, and not exposure to opposing messages per se. Similarly, increases in conservatism among Republicans may have resulted from increased exposure to women or racial and ethnic minorities whose messages were retweeted by our liberal bot. Finally, our intervention only exposed respondents to high-profile elites with opposing political ideologies. Although our liberal and conservative bots randomly selected messages from across the liberal and conservative spectrum, previous studies indicate such elites are significantly more polarized than the general electorate (45). It is thus possible that the backfire effect we identified could be exacerbated by an antielite bias, and future studies are needed to examine the effect of online intergroup contact with nonelites.

Despite these limitations, our findings have important implications for current debates in sociology, political science, social psychology, communications, and information science. Although we found no evidence that exposing Twitter users to opposing views reduces political polarization, our study revealed significant partisan differences in backfire effects. This finding is important, since our study examines such effects in an experimental setting that involves repeated contact between rival groups across an extended time period on social media. Our field experiment also disrupts selective exposure to information about politics in a real-world setting through a combination of survey research, bot technology, and digital trace data collection. This methodological innovation enabled us to collect information about the nexus of social media and politics with high granularity while developing techniques for measuring treatment compliance, mitigating causation interference, and verifying survey responses with behavioral data—as we discuss in SI Appendix. Together, we believe these contributions represent an important advance for the nascent field of computational social science (46).

Although our findings should not be generalized beyond party-identified Americans who use Twitter frequently, we note that recent studies indicate this population has an outsized influence on the trajectory of public discussion—particularly as the media itself has come to rely upon Twitter as a source of news and a window into public opinion (47). Although limited in scope, our findings may be of interest to those who are working to reduce political polarization in applied settings. More specifically, our study indicates that attempts to introduce people to a broad range of opposing political views on a social media site such as Twitter might be not only ineffective but counterproductive—particularly if such interventions are initiated by liberals. Since previous studies have produced substantial evidence that intergroup contact produces compromise and mutual understanding in other contexts, however, future attempts to reduce political...
polarization on social media will most likely require learning which types of messages, tactics, or issue positions are most likely to create backfire effects and whether others—perhaps delivered by nonelites or in offline settings—might be more effective vehicles to bridge America’s partisan divides.

Materials and Methods

See SI Appendix for a detailed description of all materials and methods used within this study as well as links to our preregistration statement, replication materials, additional robustness checks, and an extended discussion of alternative explanations of our findings. Our research was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Duke University and New York University.
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